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2020 PREDICTIONS FEATURE

Expert Predictions for 2020: IoT at the Edge
In part one of our 2020 predictions series, experts from Keysight, Nubix,
Western Digital, and MathWorks share in detail their thoughts on the future of
the edge.
Read more

 

IoT DEVICE SECURITY NEWS
Red Balloon Security, Atredis Partners Announce Strategic Partnership
Red Balloon Security and Atredis Partners, embedded device security
companies, announced a strategic partnership, in a press release. The
purpose of the partnership is to protect corporations, manufacturers and
suppliers against hard to detect firmware-based threats. 
Read more

IoT SECURITY NEWS
GrammaTech Expands SAST Reach with New Version of CodeSonar
GrammaTech, a provider of software assurance tools and cybersecurity
solutions, announced the availability of CodeSonar 5.2. The features in this
latest version of CodeSonar provide software development organizations use
of a single tool to perform Static Application Security Testing (SAST) to further
increase code security, quality, and safety covering both embedded and
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enterprise applications. 
Read more

INDUSTRIAL IoT EDGE COMPUTING NEWS
Mitsubishi?s MELIPC Edge-Computing Solution Serves Smart Factories
Integrating factory floor operational technology (OT) and IT systems, Mitsubishi
Electric?s MELIPC edge-computing solution addresses the needs of a smart
facility. 
Read more

IoT EDGE COMPUTING NEWS
Newark Introduces Renesas Electronics' RA Family of 32-bit Arm Cortex-
M Based MCUs
Newark, distributor of technology products, announced the availability of the
RA Family of 32-bit Arm Cortex-M based MCUs from Renesas Electronics
Corporation. 
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Minimize Equipment Downtime with Intelligent Machine Condition
Monitoring
MCM-100 is an ultra-compact machine condition monitoring platform that
unleashes a predictive approach to machine maintenance using data and
analytics.
Sponsored by Arrow

 

IoT CLOUD PLATFORM NEWS
Retelit and Eurotech Collaborate on Ecosystem of IoT Platforms and
Infrastructures
Retelit and Eurotech have partnered to create an integrated application and
infrastructure system to realize connected-things projects for the Internet of
Things (IoT). 
Read more

IoT DEV KIT NEWS
UP Xtreme from AAEON
AAEON, designer and manufacturer of factory AI and Edge Computing
solutions, announces the latest product in the UP line of products, the UP
Xtreme board and UP Xtreme Edge embedded system, also called UPX Edge.
Read more

WEBCAST

Dealing with Legacy in Industrial IoT
Sponsored by: Innodisk, SuperMicro, DFI
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Smart Bathrooms Built on Radar
Smart device technology is everywhere today, and it has now migrated to the
bathroom. A ?smart bathroom? can offer new, more convenient ways to use
faucets, showers, toilets, lighting and mirrors ? all while helping conserve water
and energy.
Read more
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